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Abstract—This paper shows how to use spectrograms to illus-
trate theoretical concepts related to wireless propagation, radio
and mobile communication systems. Using a digital oscilloscope
and a computer, spectrograms at different scales are generated.
The obtained representation is very interactive, and can be used
in classroom demonstrations. Some examples are given.

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This work describes how to generate spectrograms of
ambient radio signals and how they can be used to illustrate
concepts related to wireless propagation, radio communica-
tions, and mobile communication systems.

A spectrogram is a short-time Fourier transform, i.e. the
Fourier transform of a windowed version of the signal as the
window slides along the time axis. It provides a graph of the
signal frequency content as it varies over time [1, chapter 10].

The required equipment consists of an antenna, a digital
oscilloscope, and a computer with Matlab.

The spectrograms are generated in three steps:
1) The total signal received by an antenna is captured by

a digital oscilloscope and stored in a computer file;
2) The stored signal trace is processed with Matlab in order

to generate several spectrograms at different scales;
3) The spectrograms are represented as an image, with

a simple graphical interface that allows dynamically
changing some parameters.

The obtained representation allows demonstrating concepts
such as multipath fading or the time and frequency structure
of FM, GSM, UMTS and LTE signals.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
details the required equipment, and Section III explains the
procedure. Section IV presents examples and discusses some
of the concepts. Section V concludes the paper.

II. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT FEATURES

The antenna should cover all frequency bands of interest.
An inexpensive antenna built as a wire attached to a coaxial
cable is usually sufficient.

The digital oscilloscope should have a sample rate of at
least 5 Gsample/s. By the Nyquist criterion [1, chapter 4],
this permits the observation of signals up to 2.5 GHz, which
includes all mobile communication systems currently in use.
The equipment bandwidth should ideally cover the bands to
be observed. However, this has been found not to be critical.
Signals beyond the oscilloscope bandwidth are attenuated but
can usually be seen in the spectrograms. The oscilloscope
should allow saving the discrete-time signal trace in a file.

A computer with a moderately large amount of RAM is
recommended. 8 GB suffice for most purposes.

III. DETAILED PROCEDURE

A. Step 1: Signal capture

The antenna is connected to one channel of the oscillo-
scope, and a single sweep is carried out. Vertical scaling
should be set to avoid clipping the signal trace. The sampling
rate should be at least twice the maximum frequency to be
observed. The sweep time should be as large as allowed by
the oscilloscope memory and by the computer processing ca-
pabilities. In practice, 10 or 20 ms are sufficient for observing
the relevant features of most signals.

B. Step 2: Spectrogram computation

The signal file is read by the computer and a number of
spectrograms are generated, each corresponding to a different
scale, or window size N .

Matlab’s spectrogram function is used. The result, for
each N , is a complex matrix z(t, f) where z is the value
of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) at frequency index f
when the window is at time index t. The normalized power
spectral density is computed as Z = 20 log10 |z|/maxt,f |z|,
and is quantized in 0.5-dB steps from −127 dB to 0 dB.
This allows efficiently storing the values as uint8 numbers,
while retaining enough range and accuracy for representation
purposes.

A window overlap factor of 1/2 is recommended, that is,
the window is slid in steps of N/2. Larger overlap factors
increase the spectrogram size without causing a noticeable
improvement in the representation.

The values of the window size N are typically chosen as
integer powers of 2. A larger window size provides finer
frequency resolution, but coarser time resolution. Having
different window sizes available will make it possible to
dynamically tune the representation (step 3; see Subsection
III-C) for each specific signal of interest. Alternatively, the
values of N can be chosen more finely, i.e. with a ratio smaller
than 2. Nevertheless, the number of window sizes should be
limited to avoid very large memory requirements.

C. Step 3: Representation

The set of obtained spectrograms can be thought of as a
multiscale spectrogram. A Matlab figure is created with a
simple user interface that allows changing the window size N ,
as well as the upper and lower limits (in dB) of the represented
values Z. For the selected N , the corresponding spectrogram
is depicted as an image with the horizontal and vertical axis
representing time (t) and frequency (f ) respectively, and with
Z represented by means of a color map between the selected
lower and upper limits. Zooming capabilities are automatically



Fig. 1. General view of spectrogram

provided by Matlab. Examples of the representation can be
seen in the figures shown in Section IV.

The fact that all spectrograms have been pre-computed
(step 2; see Subsection III-B) allows the image to be quickly
updated when N is changed. Computing the spectrogram on
the fly would incur an unacceptable delay.

IV. DEMONSTRATION OF CONCEPTS. EXAMPLES

A. Measurement setup

A modern four-channel digital oscilloscope is used. Sample
frequency is set to 5 Gsample/s, and sweep time is 20.5 ms.
The antenna is connected to channel 1, and the trace is saved
as an HDF5 file. Each file occupies approximately 200 MB.

A Matlab program has been written which reads the file,
computes the multiscale spectrogram and creates a figure with
the user interface. The program allows choosing the overlap
factor and the set of window sizes. The former is adjusted to
1/2, and the latter are chosen as integer powers of 2.

An 8-GB RAM computer is used with Matlab R2017b.
For the above parameters the multiscale spectrogram, once
computed, takes approximately 3 GB of memory.

All the examples to be shown are taken from the same
signal capture, which was obtained in a laboratory room. The
antenna was moved quickly in order to induce time-varying
fading. A general view of the spectrogram is given in Figure 1,
where the FM band and the four main bands used for mobile
communications can be identified. The figures that will follow
correspond to zooming into different regions of this with the
appropriate window size.

B. General concepts

a) Time-frequency trade-off: The window size, which
coincides with the DFT length, represents a trade-off between
time and frequency resolution (uncertainty principle). Figure
2 shows several GSM downlink signals in the 900-MHz band,
depicted with window sizes N = 218, 219 and 220. A longer
DFT increases accuracy in the frequency domain at the cost
of losing accuracy in the time domain. Thus different sizes are
required to observe time-related or frequency-related features
of a signal.

Note, for example, how the guard period that exists at the
end of every GSM time slot (that is, every 0.577 ms) is
revealed as thin vertical dark bands appearing periodically in
Figure 2(a), but is not seen in Figures 2(b) and Figure 2(c).

(a) N = 218

(b) N = 219

(c) N = 220

Fig. 2. GSM signals with different window lengths

On the other hand, a horizontal line can be seen between
t = 0.017 s and 0.0175 s, approximately, for the two signals
near the top of the spectrograms in Figure 2. This line corre-
sponds to the FCCH logical channel (this will be discussed in
Section IV-D), which is essentially an unmodulated sinusoid.
The line appears thinner with N = 220, due to the better
frequency resolution achieved with a longer DFT.

b) Frequency-selective fading: Figure 3 shows an LTE
signal in the 800-MHz band with nominal bandwidth 10 MHz.
The actual occupied bandwidth is about 9 MHz, because of
the guard bands. LTE signals are arranged into time-frequency
blocks, some of which may be empty. This particular signal
shows a large degree of occupancy. As is seen, the channel
attenuation is not constant over the bandwidth of the signal.



Fig. 3. LTE signal with frequency-selective fading

Fig. 4. UMTS signals with time-varying fading

There is for example a dark band (larger attenuation) between
f = 804 MHz and 805 MHz. This corresponds to frequency-
selective fading. (Time-varying fading can also be discerned
from the fact that the band is not totally horizontal.)

c) Time-varying fading: Figure 4 shows two UMTS
signals in the 2100-MHz band. Time-varying fading is evident
as a gradual change in the power of each signal as a function
of time, especially for that centered at f = 2167.6 MHz. (A
small amount of frequency selectivity is also manifested.)

C. FM

The FM broadcasting band in ITU region 1 spans from 87.5
MHz up to 108 MHz. This band is plotted in Figure 5(a), and
a more detailed view is given in Figure 5(b). The nominal
bandwidth of each signal is around 250 kHz [2, chapter 5].

The signals seem to “quiver”, with their frequency content
changing over time. This is actually the frequency modulation
at work. The spectrogram effectively produces a form of
“visual demodulation” for these signals.

D. GSM

Several GSM downlink signals in the 900 MHz band are
seen in Figure 2. These signals have a modulation rate of
R = 270.833 ksymbol/s, and thus a bandwidth slightly above
200 kHz. TDMA frames consist of 8 time slots of 0.577 ms
[3, chapter 7]. Each slot contains a signal burst followed by a
30.5-µs guard period. Because of its short duration, a small
window size is required to observe the guard period (such as
in Figure 2(a)), as noted in Section IV-B.

(a) Whole band

(b) Detail

Fig. 5. FM broadcasting band

The GSM signals in the figure are received with vastly
different powers. The differences are most likely caused by
the distance and orientation of the transmitting antennas with
respect to the receiver position.

The two signals centered at f = 937.6 MHz and 938 MHz
are beacon carriers. This implies that all their time slots are
occupied and have constant transmit power. On the other hand,
the signals centered at f = 935.6 MHz and 936.2 MHz are
not beacon carriers, because some of the time slots are empty,
owing to the traffic occupancy during the observation period.

Beacon carriers transmit common signalling channels in
the first time slot of each frame. One of those channels is
the frequency correction channel (FCCH), which serves as
a time and frequency reference. The bursts of the FCCH
channel have all bits equal to 0, and since GSM uses a form of
differential binary MSK modulation [3, chapter 7], this means
that the FCCH burst is a windowed sinusoid with frequency
R/4 = 67.7 kHz above the center frequency. This is clearly
seen in the two beacon carriers in Figure 2.

The two beacon carriers seem to be synchronized, as
their respective FCCH channels appear at the same time.
Synchronization of the downlink signals of different cells or
sectors is not necessary in GSM networks [4, chapter 9], but
it is sometimes applied. For example, it may be the case that
the two observed beacon carriers belong to two sectors of the
same site, in which case synchronization is quite natural.

The slot occupancy pattern observed in the non-beacon
carriers is interesting. Starting at t = 0.0105 s approximately,



the 935.6-MHz carrier has three occupied slots, then four
empty, then one occupied, while the 936.2-MHz carrier has
all its slots empty. After that, the same occupancy pattern
appears in the second carrier, while the first is empty. This
may be an indication that the two carriers belong to the same
cell or sector in which frequency hopping is being used. That
causes the four active physical channels to change their carrier
frequency every frame (4.615 ms).

E. LTE

A 20-MHz LTE downlink signal in the 1800-MHz band is
shown in Figure 6(a). LTE signals typically use the normal 15-
kHz carrier separation and the normal cyclic prefix [3, chapter
10], which implies that there are 7 OFDM symbols in each
0.5-ms slot. The signal is divided into resource elements (RE)
of 1 subcarrier × 1 symbol.

The figure reveals the time-frequency structure of the LTE
signal. The thin vertical stripes with large power correspond
to the cell-specific reference signals (CRS). These are used for
downlink channel estimation, and cover the full bandwidth of
the cell. For the normal cyclic prefix, the CRS are transmitted
on the first and fifth symbols of each slot. Thus the gaps
between vertical stripes are alternately 3 and 2 symbols.
These two different separations are clearly seen in the image.
In addition, moderate frequency-selective and time-varying
fading can be observed.

In Figure 6(a), the CRS are seen as continuous vertical
stripes because of insufficient frequency resolution. Actually,
they only occupy certain non-contiguous RE (or sub-carriers)
in the frequency domain. In the symbol periods in which they
are transmitted, the CRS use one RE every 6. Typically the
base station has more than one antenna port, and each port
transmits a different CRS. The different CRS occupy disjoint
RE in the time-frequency grid.

Figure 6(b) shows a detailed view, with a window size that
allows observation of the individual RE in frequency. The
CRS no longer appear as continuous vertical stripes; rather,
they are seen to use approximately one RE every 3 in the
frequency domain. This is an indication that more than one
CRS signal is transmitted, that is, the cell is equipped with
several transmit antennas for MIMO [5, chapter 10]. Note
that, due to the long window, the time resolution in Figure
6(b) is not adequate to resolve the RE in the time domain.

Most LTE physical channels are multiplexed using a band-
width unit of one resource block (RB), corresponding to 12
subcarriers or 180 kHz. The primary and secondary synchro-
nization signals (PSS and SSS) can be easily recognized
in Figure 6(a). They are sent consecutively in two OFDM
symbols every 5 subframes (5 ms), and occupy the center 62
subcarriers (0.93 MHz). These appear four times in the figure.
Right after their second and fourth appearances, the slightly
wider physical broadcast channel (PBCH) can be found. This
uses 6 RB (1.08 MHz) during 4 symbols within each frame
of 10 ms.

Other transmissions, possibly corresponding to the physical
downlink shared channel (PDSCH), can be seen. These are
scheduled by the base station, and use at least 1 RB (180 kHz)
during 2 consecutive slots (1 ms). They are seen in Figure 6(a)
as rectangles, with sizes that are multiples of these values. For
example, the lower-left rectangle spans 4 RB × 1 ms.

(a) Whole bandwidth

(b) Detailed view showing CRS

Fig. 6. LTE signal

V. CONCLUSIONS

Spectrograms of radio signals, obtained from oscilloscope
traces, are very useful for illustrating propagation concepts
and signal features of radio communication systems.

The equipment required for a full measurement is an
antenna, a digital oscilloscope and a computer with Matlab.
As an alternative, previously recorded signal traces can be
used, and then only the computer is needed.

Classroom demonstrations can be done in a very dynamic
and interactive way, as the observed region of the spectrogram
and the time-frequency resolution can be changed on the fly.

Signal traces, as well as the Matlab program to generate
the spectrograms, are available from the author.
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